
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1321

Wow!

When hearing Xiao Tingjun’s words, the entire auction room was in an

uproar!

“It turns out that this is Bai Yi’s husband? That son-in-law who eats

soft rice!”

“It’s really shabby. Bai Yi will actually fall in love with such a man. This

is just a flower stuck in cow dung!”

“A trash son-in-law, I am ashamed to be embarrassed? Is he worthy to

come here?” When the rich men present saw Lin Fan, a contemptuous

sneer appeared on their faces.

It’s like watching a joke!

Because in their eyes, such waste at the bottom of society is not

qualified to sit with them.

Xiao Tingjun’s eyes looked at Lin Fan and Bai Yi, filled with endless

hatred.

It’s all because of these two dog men and women!

So he hasn’t been a man anymore in his life.

They can’t wait to smash the corpses of this pair of dogs!

But before killing him whole, he must first humiliate them severely.

Immediately, he smiled slyly and insulted at the two of them:

“What’s the matter with Kim Fuli, why are all cats and dogs let in, and

we are disgusting?” When he heard this, everyone agreed:

“That’s right, this poor sour gas is about to faint me, let him get out!”

“Boy, this is the Jin Fuli auction, and you are not qualified to sit here if

you are not worth more than 100 million yuan. You can get out. Now!”

“You guys!”

Seeing this, Bai Yi’s face suddenly became ugly, and she couldn’t help

feeling a little angry.

They didn’t offend these people. Why do these people insult them like

this?

Right now, I want to refute!

But without waiting for her to speak, Lin Fan tilted his head and stared

deeply at the rich people: “I am in a very bad mood now!”

“So if you don’t want to die, I advise you to shut up!” Genius

Remember in one second:

Boom!

At this moment, everyone felt the extremely strong malice in that

words!

And, the most weird thing is!

The malice seemed to be substantive, and it made them feel like falling

into an ice cellar, and they couldn’t help but burst into cold sweat! “”In

an instant!

The atmosphere is terribly depressing!

At the moment when Lin Fan’s words full of killing intent fell,

everyone could clearly feel his forcibly suppressed crazy killing intent at

this time.

So they are all terrified!

In my heart, the anxiety is extreme!

No one dared to speak any more, as if Lin Fan would smash them into

pieces as long as he dared to speak.

At this moment, the audience fell into a dead silence!

But Bai Yi also looked at Lin Fan in shock.

Is this still my only husband?

One sentence shocked the countless bigwigs present.

This is just like dreaming!

And this time!

“Auction, begin!” The emcee’s words finally pulled the rich people

present from the panic back.

then!

A deep shame suddenly appeared on their faces.

When they think of these rich men, they are scared by a trash, and

there is a deep hatred in their hearts.

I can’t wait to break Lin Fan into pieces!

Now!

Everyone held the hatred in their hearts, and waited for the end of the

auction to find Lin Fan and his wife to settle accounts.

Then, under the eyes of everyone, a machine was before the staff

pushed it onto the stage.

The moment Bai Yi saw those machines, Bai Yi’s eyes were hot!

Because this is the purpose of her trip!

“X-type pharmaceutical machine, the best global pharmaceutical

machine, a total of one hundred total starting price of ten one hundred

million!”

Carter, White Iraq is eager to raise their hands:

“! 1.5 billion”

to see these Everyone lost interest in the machine, because they were

not in the medical industry like Bai Yi.

Bai Yi was also very surprised, no one argued with her, then she should

be able to take down these machines easily.

just!

“Two billion!”

At this moment, the annoying voice rang again!
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